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Log cabins first emerged in Sweden in late 17th century. Since then, these cabins have managed to
grab enormous popularity. These are being widely used for different purposes such as garden
relaxation area, additional rooms, gyms, playrooms as well as outdoor offices.

Log cabins found in UK are versatile, attractive and cheaper, hence these make perfect residing
place. A number of cabins are available that differ from one another on the basis of types of logs
being used, thickness, size plus insulation of logs. Logs can be of two types namely rough cut round
logs and milled or smooth logs which easily fit together due to their uniformity.

Current day log cabins are highly resistant to water penetration as well as external factors like high
temperature, wind, atmosphere etc. thereby making a superior quality log cabin in UK. There
structures are also strong which firmly support doors, windows plus all interlocking joints.

Designing process of these cabins has also undergone changes with time. Earlier, they were made
by putting varying sized logs so as to form a wall for cabin. But now, with advancement and
enrichment of technology, cabins are formed by putting all logs parallel to each other connecting
ends with the help of notches.

Timber being an excellent insulator, keeps these cabins cool in summer and hot during winter
season. Before ordering for a log cabin UK, it is advised that you take proper permission from your
nearby construction officer. Once permission is granted, take overview of size, locality as well as
area before purchasing it.

Variety of log cabin kits can readily be availed form many of the leading log cabin outlets. Cabins
comprising of these kits can be combined at your residence so as to build a beautiful and awe
inspiring cabin out of it.

Compare costs offered by different dealers before getting a log cabin. Choose the one that offers
best quality product along with guarantee, installation facility plus optimal price range. You can
easily setup deluxe or classy log cabins into your apartment which will impart attractiveness. In
addition, these log houses are highly environment friendly as they do not pollute our surroundings.

Remember one thing, in order to elongate life of your cabins, ensure proper care and treatment for
them. Opt toughen glass instead of plastic windows, apply good preservative. Timely wood
treatment procedure will also add some extra years to life of your log cabin in UK.
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